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FUTURE



  HP HELPS COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES CREATE

THE CAMPUS OF THE FUTURE
Through applied research with university partners, HP is driving thought leadership in higher education,

and linking technology for blended reality with next-generation teaching, learning, and research.  
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S T U D E N T S
Empowering students of today and tomorrow and 

reinventing education with immersive and interactive 

learning tools:

 • Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)

 • 3D Print

 • Blended learning

F A C U L T Y
Equipping leaders with a focus on planning and total 

access to content to be connected:

 • Teaching

 • Researching

 • Collaboration

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C A M P U S E S
Creating safe, secure, and 

green campuses:

 • IT security

 • Managed print services

 • Public computing

C O M M U N I T I E S
Contributing to vibrant and 

engaged communities:

 • Digital curriculum

 • Town and gown

 • Alumni engagement

S P A C E S
Forming modern and open 

spaces for immersive learning 

and collaboration:

 • Campus foundries

 • Alternate realities

 • Capture, scan, remix



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S T U D E N T
S U C C E S S

 

Graduation
Engagement
Employability

A C A D E M I C  
R E P U T A T I O N

Attracting students, faculty, 
grants, and funding

O P E R A T I O N A L  
E F F I C I E N C Y
Low TCO for assets 
and management

 

M A N A G I N G
R I S K

 

Avoiding costly 
security disasters

 

H P ’ S  C O M M I T M E N T  T O  E D U C A T I O N

HP was born on a university campus, and HIED is an integral part of our DNA. We are committed to furthering 

innovation in classrooms, and through collaboration with some of the world’s leading universities, we aim to expand 

our worldwide influence and research in 3D Printing, Extended Reality (XR), and other technology while helping 

university campuses improve learning outcomes and increase operational efficiency. 

HP and top universities across the globe are working to blend the lines of 

technology and reality, create spaces for imagination to take flight and achieve 

maximum benefits for higher education megatrends areas:
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Mobile learning for the 
twenty-first century

Provide a premium experience 

to students, faculty, and staff 

while spurring discovery, 

advanced scientific inquiry, and 

immersive artistic creativity. 

Students

Help students become more successful and engaged by 

empowering their nomadic, connected campus lifestyles. 

A range of powerful analytic tools can help ensure they’re 

on track academically and socially engaged in your 

campus community. 

Faculty

Equip faculty and TAs with the tools to differentiate instruction 

and personalize feedback. Amaze researchers with incredibly 

powerful Z Workstations and the latest VR and 3D technologies. 

Communities

The HP Campus of the Future empowers everyone—students, 

faculty, administration, and visitors—to participate in an active, 

vibrant academic community. 
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Campus of the Future

HP is helping institutions conduct 

pioneering projects in Virtual Reality 

and Augmented Reality using 

technology that revolutionizes 

interactivity and creativity. From 3D 

Structured Light Scanners to the 

amazing HP Sprout Pro, HP leads the 

way from 2D to 3D for campuses. 
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Gaming and eSports

Online gaming is now a televised sport. Campuses all over 

the world now have intercollegiate eSports teams. Whether 

you’re a sponsored gaming pro or a first-year student taking 

a break from homework, HP OMEN delivers the goods. 

Faculty and Staff

Set up your teams for success with fleet-wide control that 

streamlines their day. The LaserJet Enterprise 400 automati-

cally self-heals from attacks and empowers people to collabo-

rate in ways convenient for them. This compact printer/MFP is 

also designed to reduce your environmental impact by 

consuming low energy and conserving where necessary. 

Learning spaces

Create amazing, immersive, and engaging learning spaces 

from campus foundries powered by HP Jet Fusion and 

HP Indigo technology to blended reality collaboration 

spaces powered by Sprout Pro. 

Campuses

Create sustainable, efficient facilities through power and 

supplies management for desktop, workgroup, large format, 

and 3D printers. Welcome visitors with large-format displays 

and boldly designed premium all-in-one PCs. Re-engage

alumni with exclusive offers on HP technology where a portion 

of the sale is contributed to your institution’s endowment. 
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Gaming and eSports

Online gaming is now a televised sport. Campuses all over 

the world now have intercollegiate eSports teams. Whether 

you’re a sponsored gaming pro or a first-year student taking 

a break from homework, HP OMEN delivers the goods. 

Managed Print Services

Set up your teams for success with fleet-wide control that 

streamlines their day. The LaserJet Enterprise 400 automatically 

self-heals from attacks and empowers people to collaborate in 

ways convenient for them. This compact printer/MFP is also 

designed to reduce your environmental impact by consuming 

low energy and conserving where necessary. 
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HP EliteBook x360 1020

The world’s thinnest and lightest 

business convertible delivers industry-

leading security and immersive 

collaboration no matter where you are.2

HP Elite Slice

Modernize your team rooms: Simple 

one-touch integrated conferencing 

designed for the Office of the Future 

and offering the security, manageability, 

and power of a PC.

 

 

HP EliteOne 1000 All-in-One PC

Transform your workspace into an 

amazing video conferencing solution 

with the HP EliteOne 1000 

All-in-One PC.  
 

HP EliteBook 1040

The world’s most powerful ultraslim 

14-inch diagonal business notebook 

makes even your hardest tasks a 

breeze with powerful multitasking, 

on-the-go collaboration, and industry-

leading security.3

 

 

  

 

 

 

Premium Elite PCs for faculty and administration
Give your campus an edge with the world’s most secure and manageable PCs.1 Experience innovative 

design, engineering, and high-quality materials with sophisticated and durable HP Elite PCs. 

 

Products and solutions

The Campus of the Future is powered by a range of technologies that make campuses 

more productive and collaborative while helping reduce cost and security risks. From PCs 

to 3D printers, HP’s portfolio of products supports campus innovation and affordability. 

With industry-leading performance, HP Z Workstations are designed for complex rendering, 

pre and post-production, seamless visualization and computation design workloads, and 

finance applications that require incredible amounts of processing and big number 

crunching. Z by HP Workstations are future-proof powerhouses that can be upgraded over 

time thereby offering you both, versatility and expandability over time. 

HP Elite Display 

Blending sophistication with versatility, 

the e-series Elite Displays go a long way 

in optimizing your experience be it in 

work or play. The e-series offers 

you—expanded productivity with 

uninterrupted views*, four-way 

adjustability to tilt, swivel, and pivot and, 

178-degree viewing angles to view work 

comfortably. Comfort meets style in 

these monitors that are built to perform.

* Each display sold separately.

Z by HP Workstations  
Experience what the extreme power of the world’s most secure workstations can do for your vision.4
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Premium Elite PCs for faculty and administration
Give your campus an edge with the world’s most secure and manageable PCs.1 Experience innovative 

design, engineering, and high-quality materials with sophisticated and durable HP Elite PCs. 

Z Workstations  
Experience what the extreme power of the world’s most secure workstations can do for your vision4.4 

Products and solutions

The Campus of the Future is powered by a range of technologies that make campuses 

more productive and collaborative, while helping reduce cost and security risks. From PCs 

to 3D printers, HP’s portfolio of products supports campus innovation and affordability. 

With industry-leading performance, HP Z Workstations are designed for complex rendering, 

pre and post-production, seamless visualization and computation design workloads, and 

finance applications that require incredible amounts of processing and big number 

crunching. HP Z Workstations are future-proof powerhouses that can be upgraded over 

time thereby offering you both, versatility and expandability over time. 

Click here to know the latest offerings in the Z-Series. 

HP Elite Display e-series 

Blending sophistication with versatility, 

the e-series Elite Displays go a long way 

in optimizing your experience be it in 

work or play. The e-series offers 

you—expanded productivity with 

uninterrupted views*, four-way 

adjustability to tilt, swivel, and pivot and, 

178-degree viewing angles to view work 

comfortably. Comfort meets style in 

these monitors that are built to perform.

* Each display sold separately.



Unlock the full potential of 3D printing

Three-dimensional printing of useful objects and machine 

parts is becoming a reality. 3D printing offers the ability to 

produce—both rapidly and at low cost—short runs or one-

of-a-kind parts. HP’s development of HP Multi Jet Fusion 

technology includes new HP Jet Fusion 3D printers and an 

Open Platform that will revolutionize the design, materials, 

manufacturing, and distribution of 3D parts to drive the 

digital transformation of manufacturing.

Produce functional parts in full color—
with voxel control—in a fraction of the time6

Coming soon: the cost-effective HP 3D printing solution 

tailored for small/medium-sized product development 

teams, design firms, and universities:

 • Produce accurate, functional parts with 

  intricate detail

 • Accelerate your design cycle—create, test, 

  iterate in just hours6

 • Full spectrum color parts from a voxel-control 

  system—poised for future innovation
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Reality will never 
be the same again
Experience working in a whole new world using 

HP VR Ready Z Workstations and VR Ready 

Elite PCs to create fluid and immersive 

instruction, art, and research.

 •  Workstation Class VR: HP Z840 Workstation

 • Production Class VR: HP Elite 800 VR Ready PCs

 • Mainstream VR: HP Z440 Workstation

 • HTC Vive Head-Mounted Displays

Make everything except compromise
HP Multi Jet Fusion 3D technology
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Reality will never 
be the same again
Experience working in a whole new world using 

HP VR Ready Z Workstations and VR Ready 

Elite PCs to create fluid and immersive 

instruction, art, and research.

 •  Workstation Class VR: HP Z8 G4 Workstation

 • Production Class VR: HP Elite 800 VR Ready PCs

 • Mainstream VR: HP Z4 G4 Workstation

 • HTC Vive Head-Mounted Displays

 • HP Reverb G2

Make everything except compromise
HP Multi Jet Fusion 3D technology



For more information, visit

hp.com/go/hied

1. Based on HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP Manageability Integration Kit’s management of every aspect of a PC including hardware,
BIOS, and software management using Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager among vendors with >1M unit annual sales as of September 2017, on HP Elite PCs with 7th
gen Intel® CoreTM processors, Intel® integrated graphics, and Intel® WLAN.

2. World’s thinnest and lightest business convertible claim based on business convertibles, with Windows Pro OS as of September 1, 2017.
3. Based on HP’s internal testing of ultra-slim 14" business notebooks as of September 1, 2017.
4. Based on HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP’s Manageability Integration Kit’s management of every aspect of a PC including

hardware,  BIOS, and software management using Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager among workstation vendors as of June, 2017 with 7th gen Intel® processors.
5. Based on publicly available information of workstation competitors as of October 3, 2016, with volume of at least 1 million units annually as of October 3, 2016, having < 3 liters

volume, professional graphics, Intel® Xeon® quad core processor, ISV certifies applications, ECC memory.
6. Based on producing multiple prototype iterations in the same time it takes to print a single part per internal testing of average printing time, assuming a build with multiple

prototype  iterations that can be packed into the same number of layers occupied by the single part.

© Copyright 2021 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Intel, Core, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the 
U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

4AA7-1597ENW, August 2021

https://www.hp.com/us-en/solutions/education/higher-education/overview.html?jumpid=va_gqaum6vtzp



